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1 Introduction 

Visy Access Net is web interface for Visy Access Gate – access and area control system. It provides 
versatile tools for viewing traffic events and access permissions as well as tools for creating, 
modifying and deleting access permissions. To use Visy Access Net user needs an account and 
password which are managed by system administrators. 

Each Visy Access Net user is a member of a web user group. Web users groups are used to grant 
operating privileges. Users can be allowed to create access permissions to only selected access 
permission group and to selected recognition checkpoints only. 

2 Functionality 

This chapter outlines all the functions of the Visy Access Net web interface. Depending on your 
account’s operating privileges, all menu items might not be available. The description begins with 
login page and continues by explaining all the links in the menu bar. 

2.1 Login 

Web page opens with a login page. Enter the account and password given by the system 
administrators. Note that the login page is case sensitive.  

 

 

Login Page 

After a successful login, a front page of the Visy Access Net opens. The front page tells your 
previous login date and explains the usage privileges the account has. If administrators have any 
bulletins for the web users, the messages are shown at the front page as well.  

The upper part of the front page contains a menu with links to different functions of the web 
interface. 
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User Rights and Messages from Administrators 

2.2 Account 

Account-page is used for editing personal account details and for changing the password. After 
entering updated details, click “OK” to submit the changes. After the changes have been saved 
successfully, the upper part of the page will show a confirmation message. 

By clicking the name of the user group, a page showing the details of the user group opens. This 
page can be used to view the checkpoints that the users of the group are allowed to use in the 
access permission they create. 

 

 

Modifying Account 

2.3 Permit Search 

Permit Search –page is used to find existing permission from the database. All access permissions 
have a unique id. If that id is known it can be entered to the ID-field. Otherwise the other search 
conditions can be used. The search conditions support wild characters like ‘?’ and ‘*’. Character ‘*’ 
is used to replace any character string. For example, entering “M*” into the first name –field will 
find all access permission with first name starting with letter M. Character ‘?’ is used to replace any 
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single character. For example, entering “XYZ???” in the licence plate –field will find all access 
permissions with license plates having 6 characters and starting with XYZ. 

Note, that the search returns permissions from the permission groups allowed to the user only. If a 
search using a license plate does not return any results, it doesn’t necessarily mean that the 
permission does not exit, unless users have privilege to see all permission groups. 

 

Permit Search Options 

Permission search results are shown in list format. List can be sorted by clicking the column title. 
Clicking the same column second time will reverse the order. 

 

By clicking the ID-number link, opens a permission page where the details of the permission can be 
viewed and edited. By clicking the permission group’s name link, opens a page showing the 
permission group details, for example allowed checkpoints, weekly time table, and validity period. 

If permission has cargo requirements, the last column show a link for editing the requirements. 

Below the list, there are links for exporting the list into Excel Sheet or XML file. 

2.4 Creating and Modifying Permits 

Creating new permissions and editing existing permissions is made with the same permission page. 

The fields marked by ‘*’ are mandatory and a required to be filled. Several license plates, RFID 
numbers, PIN codes and GSM numbers can be separated by spaces or commas. Page automatically 
removes any hyphens that are entered as they are not allowed. 

Once the permission details have been filled, the permission is saved by clicking the OK button. 
After successful saving, a summary page for the permission opens. If saving should fail, the upper 
part of the permission page will show the error message. 
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Permit Form 

2.5 Event Search 

Event search is similar to permission search, in that wild character can be while entering search 
criteria. The search date interval is initialized to begin with a time two hours before current date. 
End date is automatically the end of the current day.  
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Event Search Options 

Administrators have the possibility to limit the maximum size of the search period. This is to 
prevent extremely large result sets. If this limit is reached, the page will show an error message 
and the query wont be processed. 

Visible search fields depend on the corresponding installation. If the system does not include e.g. 
automatic container number recognition, the field “container” on event search form and search 
results page will be hidden.  

Search results are shown in list view similar to permission list. See picture below. Clicking the ID 
link of event opens the event page which is for user to see more details of event – like speed and 
weight of vehicle (if available), related access permit date, reasons for access decision and 
recognition. 
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Event Search Results 

Event page has one large image frame and collection of thumbnail images from cameras available 
at corresponding checkpoint. Clicking thumbnail image changes the image in large image frame. 
However, clicking the large image frame opens a new page containing only the clicked image in full 
size. Please notice that the images from line scan cameras may be extremely large and therefore 
loading the image from the server may take more than one minute 

.  

Event Page 
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2.6 Time Search 

Time search is intended for looking up individual vehicle. This functionality is not visible to all users. 
The search results can be exported in Excel format. 

Time search is similar to event search with the following exceptions: 

• Search results do not show permission details. 

• Search conditions must always include license plate or RFID 

• Wild characters are not supported. 

• Result list cannot be sorted. 

2.7 Logout 

Clicking the Logout link will log the user out from the system to prevent other users from using the 
session. Logout is confirmed from the user. Session is automatically logged out if not used in two 
hours. 


